The purpose of the present note is to construct a nonatomic measure space of finite measure (S, S, p) and an automorphism T such that, for any given ooEF, the equation (1) f(Ts) = w(i) •/(*), for all 5 G S, has a solution /G F, where F is the class of complex-valued S-measurable functions of absolute value 1. The question whether such an example exists was raised by Halmos [l, p. 97 ]. The construction yields a nonseparable measure space which with more care can be made to be just nonseparable.
The problem remains open for separable measure spaces. It seems likely to us that no examples exist in the separable case. Let (I, Ú5, I) be the measure space obtained by setting 1= {x|0 six< 1}, 63 the Borel sets of /, and / the Lebesgue measure. We consider identical copies of this measure space, which are denoted by (Ij, (Bj, lj), JET. The index set T will be specified later. Let (S, S, p) be defined by (2) (S, 2, ß) = II (//, <*i, h)-
We recall that S is the Cartesian product space H,er ^i an<^ nence the elements of S are functions s: T-»I. The value of 5 at jEV will be denoted by s(j) and referred to as the jth coordinate of s. We recall also that <r-field S is generated by the class g of subsets G of S which have the form
where BjE($>i lor all JET and Bjt^Ij for only finitely many j's, and that the measure p is uniquely defined by setting (4) p(G) = J! h(Bi) for G in g.
We let the index set T be the initial segment {j|láj</} of ordinal numbers, ordered in the usual order, with upper limit / defined as follows. Proof. The first part of the lemma follows at once from [2, §38(2)]. The second part follows trivially on setting /r = sup" kn where kn, n = l, 2, 3, ■ ■ • , are the coordinates on which r depends.
That jr< J follows since p(kn) úc. 3). Since p((ñ) =c, it is easy to see that />(9y) =c. and thus also that ¿>(2y) =c. It follows therefore that p(Rj) =c, and thus (7) holds. In order to prove this theorem we first note a few simple lemmas. It can be seen that 3TC is a monotone class and contains the field 8. Therefore 9TC also contains the cr-field 91 generated by 8. Then, for any GGg there exists a j<J and a set G> which belongs to the generating class gJ' of S1, such that G = G'*. Therefore we can write (12) g= u gí* where 9'*= {G'*|G'Gg!}.
To prove that T is S-measurable and ^-measure preserving, it. is sufficient to show that GEQ implies (13) P-'G G 2 and vi^G) = ß(G).
To this end we apply a transfinite induction argument, considering relation (12). It is easy to see that the assertion is true for the sets of g2*. Now assume that (13) holds for the sets of 9'*, 2^j<ja, and consider the class gi0*. We separate two cases:
(a) The ordinal number/0 has the immediate predecessor k, i.e., jo = k + l. In this case, by virtue of Lemma 3, the induction hypothesis is equivalent to the assumption that Tk is a S'-measurable and jLt*-measure-preserving transformation.
Since Lemma 4 shows that T'o is S'o-measurable and ju'o-measure preserving. Hence assertion (13) holds also for the sets of gi0*.
(b) The ordinal number j0 has no immediate predecessor. In this case we can see that Si0*= U 8'*.
lsK/o
We have defined then a nonatomic, finite measure space (5, 2, ß) and a S-measurable, /¿-measure-preserving transformation P (or automorphism): S->S. To see that the equation (1) has a solution fEF for any given coGP, note that there is a unique rER such that co(s) =eirirM. Let r = r¡. Then/(s) =e2Tisif) is a solution of (1).
